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Executive Summary

Around 8 million Americans suffer from clinically significant eating disorders that drive them to develop and maintain unhealthy, and sometimes fatal, eating habits. The American public are well aware of the dangers of dietary overconsumption, overweight, and obesity. Yet, despite its deadly consequences, restrictive and disordered eating gets little attention when it comes to public policies that could exacerbate these conditions.

Restrictive eating disorders (RED) like anorexia and bulimia nervosa have among the highest mortality rates of any psychiatric disorders, with those suffering from anorexia four times more likely to die than even those with major depression. Treating these devastating diseases is extremely difficult, and the majority of sufferers never fully recover. Even for those who do, most experience relapses that can last for years.

As with other behavioral disorders, part of the difficulty in treating those with RED stems from the patients’ unwillingness to recognize their behaviors as problematic. And the images and messages about diet and weight to which we are routinely exposed, even when they are intended to promote a healthy relationship with food, can trigger disordered thinking and behaviors in restrictive eating disorder sufferers.

Because of these facts, the public discourse has shifted toward a more inclusive portrayal of healthy bodies and away from a system that values thinness at all costs. However, government dietary guidelines have not followed suit. Policies focused on reducing obesity are often implemented without evaluating their potential effect on people with restrictive eating disorders. As this paper explores, this failure to consider the unintended effects that blanket dietary policies may have on RED sufferers can have deadly consequences.

Both the Dietary Guidelines for Americans and mandatory calorie listings implemented under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act are aimed at providing people with guidance and information meant to encourage healthier dietary choices. However, for those with restrictive eating disorders, these one-size-fits-all programs can have the opposite effect.

For decades, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans have provided the public with crude and almost moralistic advice about a healthy diet by telling us what foods we should eat and what foods or nutrients to limit. While this may prove useful to individuals with little nutritional knowledge, for those with restrictive eating disorders it can provide justification for eliminating foods and nutrients they are already inclined to avoid.

Similarly, mandatory calorie disclosures on food labels might seem like a simple way to provide the public with information about their food choices, but it can also be a trigger for those with eating disorders. Unlike those without disordered eating, RED sufferers develop fear-based responses to anything that appears to threaten their desires for thinness or purity. This is why treatment of pathologies like bulimia, anorexia, and orthorexia (an obsession with eating a “perfect diet”) involves limiting exposure to stimuli that might trigger this anxiety and prompt compensatory or restrictive behaviors. It for this reason that avoiding calorie counts, diet talk, and body shaming are essential to preventing eating disorder relapse. Unfortunately, as the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act required most foods to have...
prominently displayed calorie listings, avoiding this potential trigger is now much more difficult, if not impossible, for RED sufferers.

Food choices are highly personal and nutritional advice ought to be as well. Rather than rely on ineffective and potentially harmful one-size-fits all approaches like the Dietary Guidelines for Americans or mandatory calorie posting, public policy should shift toward recognizing that individual needs, desires, and motivations around food vary from person to person.

Instead of trying to force people to make government-approved food choices, health programs should encourage a greater understanding of nutritional concepts. This will more effectively help people make the choices that best serve their individual needs and would not harm at-risk individuals.
Introduction

Around 8 million Americans have a clinically significant eating disorders that drive them to develop and maintain unhealthy, and sometimes fatal, eating habits. The American public are well aware of the dangers of dietary overconsumption, overweight, and obesity. Yet, despite its deadly consequences, restrictive and disordered eating gets little attention in public health discourse.

Restrictive eating disorders (RED) like anorexia and bulimia nervosa have among the highest mortality rates of any psychiatric disorders. Individuals with anorexia are at particular high risk, with a four times greater risk of death than even individuals suffering from major depression. For this reason, they should be afforded greater consideration in matters of public policy. Individuals with anorexia and bulimia are most likely to die due to complications from their disorder or by suicide. Even those who survive their disorders often develop debilitating physiological complications. These include but are not limited to cardiac wasting, irregular heartbeat, gastrointestinal abnormality, and premature osteoporosis.

Treating these devastating diseases is difficult. The majority of those suffering from restrictive eating disorders never fully recover, but even of those who do, most suffer through multiple relapses. While they struggle to maintain a healthy relationship with food, they routinely encounter images, messages, and pressures that can trigger disordered eating behaviors. Diet culture, social pressure to eat healthily, and messages in the media—including social media—can act as triggering mechanisms for the development of eating disorders among individuals at risk. Because of these facts, the public discourse has shifted toward a more inclusive portrayal of healthy bodies and away from a system that values thinness at all costs. However, government dietary guidelines have not followed suit.

Despite the severity of eating disorders and increased public awareness about them, government nutritional policies not only overlook the interests of people with eating disorders, but arguably exacerbate these conditions. Both the Dietary Guidelines for Americans and rules implemented under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA)—including requirements to prominently list calories on restaurant menus and advice to avoid foods or nutrients that eating disorder sufferers are already inclined to restrict—have the potential to be detrimental to people with restrictive eating disorders.

These programs and policies, though well-intentioned, may be harmful in practice. They aim to encourage individuals to develop a healthy

Government nutritional policies not only overlook the interests of people with eating disorders, but arguably exacerbate these conditions.
relationship with food, but for those with restrictive eating disorders they can have the opposite effect. These programs treat nutritional advice as one-size-fits-all proposition, and therefore do not reflect the reality of nutrition, which is highly personal.

The Dietary Guidelines provide a positive, moralistic justification for those behaviors, for two reasons. First, the Dietary Guidelines explicitly recommend the restriction of certain food groups (for example, fat), and thus legitimize the anxieties of those with restrictive eating disorders toward those food groups. Second, the Guidelines increasingly link dietary patterns, specifically those that avoid animal fats as not only healthful, but virtuous.

Rules instituted under the Affordable Care Act may harm those who are in recovery from a restrictive eating disorder. In particular, a provision that requires restaurants and chain food stores to post the caloric content of their foods may act as a trigger for people with restrictive eating disorders. During recovery, it is important for individuals with restrictive eating disorders to avoid obsessing over the calorie and nutrient content of their foods and instead focus on eating a healthy variety and amount of foods. Avoiding looking at nutritional facts panels or calorie counts helps those in recovery ward off the anxieties and thoughts that often lead to relapse.

This paper details the threat that one-size-fits-all nutritional policies pose to individuals with restrictive eating disorders and how moving toward more individualized nutritional advice can benefit not only those with restrictive eating disorders, but also the whole nation.

First, it discusses the nature and consequences of restrictive eating disorders. It then provides an overview of the ways in which certain nutritional policies may affect individuals with these conditions. Finally, it proposes steps that government agencies can take to institute individualized nutritional care that would benefit the health of the general public and improve outcomes for those with eating disorders.

**Restrictive Eating Disorders**

Upwards of 1 percent of the population is estimated to have one (or a combination of) restrictive eating disorders, such as anorexia, bulimia, or orthorexia. While different, all of these diseases are characterized by an undue preoccupation with body image and food intake.

Anorexia nervosa (AN) is typified by a severe restriction of food quantity. A diagnosis of AN entails:
1) Having a significantly low body weight;
2) Being intensely fearful of gaining weight or becoming fat; and
3) Having a distorted image of one's body weight or shape.

There are two types of diagnosis associated with AN: a) binge-eating/purging, with recurrent episodes of binge eating or purging behavior in the preceding three months, and b) restricting, in which the patient does not engage in binging or purging behavior. The only diagnostic distinction between an individual with binge-eating/purging type AN and an individual with bulimia nervosa is that the latter has a significantly low body weight.

In his seminal 1873 paper on anorexia, British physician, Sir William Withey Gull differentiated it from other wasting disorders by the fact that it was not caused by gastric malady or some physiological complication. Rather, the absence of appetite in these individuals was attributed to “a morbid mental state.” Since the publication of Gull’s work, many other psychologists have taken up this observation and applied it to the other restrictive eating disorders. More recently, it has been conjectured that the psychological pathology of such disorders stems from the sufferers’ inability to integrate an experience of their body into their self. Rather than viewing themselves as a whole, individuals with restrictive eating disorders see and treat their bodies as objects that can be willfully manipulated without proper discretion.

Bulimia Nervosa (BN), like anorexia, is a restrictive eating disorder typified by an extreme preoccupation with body image and regulating food intake. However, BN differs from anorexia in several ways, most notably by recurrent periods of binging on food followed by purging. According to the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), the internationally recognized reference work for psychological disorders, BN has three key features:

1) Recurrent episodes of binge eating, defined as uncontrollably consuming an abnormally large quantity of food in a discrete period of time;
2) Recurrent episodes of inappropriate compensatory behaviors undertaken in the pursuit of preventing weight gain, such as self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse, and over-exercise; and
3) Self-evaluation is unduly influenced by body shape and weight.

These recurrent episodes of binging and purging must occur at least once a week for three months for the individual in question to be diagnosed with BN.

Orthorexia nervosa (ON) is characterized as an obsession with eating a “perfect diet” made up of only those foods or nutrients deemed “good” while eliminating or restricting those deemed “bad.” This restriction of food choice on the basis of quality often leads to malnutrition comparable to that occurring in cases of anorexia and bulimia. It is distinct from other restrictive eating disorders in that the main concern of sufferers is not in restricting food quantity intake so much as severely regulating food quality. Dr. Steven Bratman first coined the term orthorexia in 1997 to describe a pathological obsession with food purity for health purposes. Those with ON do not avoid food altogether; rather, they avoid foods that have negative moral ascriptions and embrace foods that are super-healthy and, by association, morally “good.” Ironically, this obsession leads to malnutrition, illness, and sometimes death.

Orthorexia sufferers are particularly important to consider in the enactment of public policy regulating and providing recommendations with respect to diet and nutrition. Given the fact that it can easily affect individuals unbeknownst to them because of its insidious manifestations, policy ought to be especially sensitive to the ways in which it might have potential for exacerbating the condition. Even though ON is not a formally diagnosable clinical disorder in the DSM, there have been proposals for formal diagnostic criteria. In 2005, a team of Italian researchers validated a diagnostic questionnaire for ON by the name of ORTO-15. Questions that are part of the ORTO-15 include “Do you think that the conviction to only eat healthy increases self-esteem?” and “Do you allow yourself any eating transgressions?” The developing criteria seek to identify whether an individual has an obsessive-compulsive relationship with consumption of foods perceived as healthy.

Orthorexia, unlike anorexia and bulimia, is not categorized as a recognized eating disorder by The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. However, it has received increasing attention and shares features in common with both anorexia and bulimia.

**Consequences of Eating Disorders**

The health effects of eating disorders have enormous costs for the sufferers,
The health effects of eating disorders have enormous costs for the sufferers, their families, and society. As a result of the emaciation and malnutrition caused by the disorder, anorexics often suffer compromised heart functioning, hypoalbuminemia (a kind of protein deficiency), anemia, amenorrhea (loss of normal menstruation that may cause infertility), and orthostatic hypotension. Individuals with AN are also susceptible to developing hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) so severe that they may lapse into a hypoglycemic coma and die. These complications have earned AN the dubious distinction of being the most fatal mental disorder, with a mortality rate of approximately 10 percent. While sufferers of depression are roughly 1.5 times more likely to die than the general population, anorexics’ risk of death is nearly six times greater.

Among individuals with bulimia, the most readily observed effects are oral manifestations of the disease, such as dental erosion and salivary gland inflammation caused by repeated vomiting and exposure to gastric acid. Harder to see and more dire are the effects of BN on the esophagus, stomach, and gastrointestinal tract, which include laceration and erosion. Individuals with BN are also susceptible to chronic constipation and rectal prolapse. But the complication most likely to kill those suffering with BN are those related to the cardiovascular system. Cardiac wasting, congestive heart failure, and death are all consequences of BN that arise from electrolyte imbalances caused by self-induced vomiting. Individuals with ON are susceptible to developing medical complications similar to those associated with anorexia and bulimia, such as potentially fatal electrolyte imbalances, anemia, hypoproteinemia, and pancytopenia (low blood cell count of all three kinds of blood cells). Many of these medical complications strip individuals of their ability to live normal, functional lives. For this reason, it is important that individuals with restrictive eating disorders seek medical attention.

Treating Eating Disorders
The medical consequences associated with restrictive eating disorders are notoriously difficult to treat and recover from. Within 18 months of release from treatment of anorexia, approximately 35 percent of patients relapse. Even following a comprehensive relapse-prevention program, about 30 percent of patients relapse into harmful patterns of caloric restriction. Similarly, even though bulimia has a fatality rate of almost 4 percent, most who receive treatment relapse within two years.
The difficulties in helping sufferers with restrictive eating disorders recover are due in large part to the fact that sufferers are often unwilling to admit they have a problem. Many different theories exist to explain what motivates people’s behavior and what can affect positive changes in those behaviors. However, most of those theories share an understanding that interventions based on outside factors are almost always doomed to failure. Lasting, positive behavioral changes stem not from external motivations, but from patients’ own internal logic, values, and drives. In other words, once patients leave treatment, they cannot be forced to make certain choices if they are determined on doing exactly the opposite.

Eating disorder sufferers have a pathological internal drive to lose weight or maintain a dangerously low body weight. They often do not view their behaviors as problematic and may even perceive them as positive. Even among those who do seek treatment, most remain ambivalent about recovering—recognizing the negative aspects of their disorder and willingly giving up what they feel are its rewards. This makes treating eating disorders particularly challenging and may explain why relapse is so common and why, with anorexia for example, there is on average an 18-month delay from when symptoms first appear to when individuals seek treatment, followed by cycles of multiple relapses and more treatment, lasting an average of six years. It is this pattern that makes eating disorders, like anorexia and bulimia, such costly diseases for sufferers, families, and society.

In addition to individual psychological and neurological factors, external stimuli play a role in the development of restrictive eating disorders and relapse. Those suffering from restrictive eating disorders develop a fear-based response to anything that appears to threaten their desires for thinness, or purity, in the case of orthorexia. Therefore, during and after recovery, it is important that patients limit their exposure to stimuli that might trigger their anxiety and prompt them to engage in compensatory or restrictive behaviors. It for this reason that avoiding calorie counts, diet talk, and body shaming are essential to preventing eating disorder relapse.

Research indicates that media messages that stigmatize weight (such as headlines about the obesity epidemic) and fear-based anti-obesity campaigns trigger anxiety not only among overweight, but also among normal-weight and underweight individuals. Such messages increase negative feelings toward body weight and body dissatisfaction, potentially triggering the onset of eating disorders like anorexia, bulimia, and orthorexia.
or relapse in those recovering from these diseases.\textsuperscript{30}

Given the intensive nature of treatment for individuals with restrictive eating disorders at any level of care, policymakers ought to be wary of exacerbating the conditions of these individuals.\textsuperscript{31} The onset of a restrictive eating disorder profoundly affects an individual’s ability to lead a meaningful life. In that regard, public policy should first seek to do no harm. Unfortunately, there are at least two federal programs that appear to threaten harm for those who suffer from restrictive eating disorders.

**Policies with the Potential for Harm**

*The Dietary Guidelines for Americans.*

When people think of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Dietary Guidelines for Americans, they often think of the food pyramid that was developed to help Americans understand how to eat healthily. However, the general public is largely unaware of the expansive influence that the USDA and the Dietary Guidelines have on how our nation understands and relates to food.

Long before the first Dietary Guidelines for Americans, the USDA had published advisories about how to maintain a healthful diet. These 19th century bulletins focused mainly on providing advice to maintain a balanced diet.\textsuperscript{32} By the 1970s, growing public awareness of the role of diet in human health led to the idea that the government should provide more comprehensive dietary advice to promote health and reduce disease. This led to multi-year hearings held by the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs. In 1977, the Committee published what has come to be known as the McGovern Report, the first report to provide detailed, quantitative, nutrient-focused dietary recommendations to the American public.\textsuperscript{33}

The McGovern Report marked a shift in the use of nutrition science in public policy. Before the report, government dietary recommendations were based on the best available science on the prevention of nutritional deficiency with diet. After the report, policy shifted toward efforts to engineer public behavior in order to prevent the noncommunicable diseases related to diet, such as cardiovascular disease. At the time, however, the science on diet and disease was still in its infancy and inconsistent on how the McGovern Report’s diet recommendations might impact public health. Rather than relying on sound scientific facts to establish dietary recommendations that might benefit the general population, the McGovern Committee relied on rhetoric to justify unfounded recommendations advocated for by politically connected experts.\textsuperscript{34}
The McGovern Report served as the basis for the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, a publication revised by the USDA every five years. Not only were the Guidelines ineffective in providing the public with beneficial recommendations for dietary practices, they have the potential to harm those with restrictive eating disorders. More recently, the Guidelines moved in the direction of moralizing dietary patterns in ways beyond how personal dietary choices affect individual health. This is in part because the Guidelines wrongly admonished the consumption of foods that those with restrictive eating disorders are inclined to avoid.

Since the first Dietary Guidelines for Americans were first published in 1980, they have provided guidance that has been less than scientifically accurate. For example, the first edition, cautioned against consuming “too much fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol,” “too much sugar,” and “too much sodium.” Even as scientific research cast increasing doubt on the wisdom of such advice, it remained in subsequent Guidelines. It was not until the 2015 Guidelines that the USDA finally revised its position on the consumption of dietary cholesterol after decades of contrary research and significant public pressure.

The American public was convinced (and still is to some degree) that dietary fats were nutritional kryptonite. From the 1980s through the 1990s, dietary fat was increasingly blamed for coronary heart disease, overweight, and obesity. This was owed in large part to the contributions made by nutrition “experts” to the McGovern Report, and to the subsequent inclusion of this information in the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

For example, University of Minnesota physiologist Ancel Keys developed the renowned lipid-heart-hypothesis, which drew upon observational studies of populations with high and low fat intake, as well as experiments he conducted on mice, to conclude that dietary fat led to increased levels of blood cholesterol and heart disease. Keys’s spirited testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, backed by advocacy by other proponents of the lipid-heart-hypothesis, led to the inclusion in the Dietary Guidelines of the recommendations that Americans limit saturated fat in the diet to no more than 10 percent of total energy intake, reduce overall fat intake to less than 30 percent of the diet, and reduce cholesterol consumption to about 300 milligrams a day. Consequently, as fat calories must be replaced with calories from either protein or carbohydrates, this ultimately led the Guidelines’ recommendation to increase daily carbohydrate intake to...
approximately 60 percent of total daily caloric intake. Many Americans listened to this advice, and reduced average fatty acid consumption from 55 to 46 grams per day, while increasing carbohydrate consumption from 380 to 510 grams per day between 1960 and 2000. This change in diet reduced neither obesity nor heart disease. In fact, both rose significantly over this period, with obesity escalating after the issuance of the Dietary Guidelines.40

These recommendations were made and maintained despite research that points to the contrary about the relationship between dietary fat and coronary health. Studies have shown that one's intake of total fat is not correlated with an increased risk for total mortality.41 While specific fatty acids may be relevant to the onset of coronary heart disease, studies have found that total fat as percentage of energy is irrelevant to such conditions.42 In fact, some studies indicate potential benefits for significantly increasing dietary fats and decreasing carbohydrate intake for certain groups of people.43 This is not to say that carbohydrates are the culprit for the decline of Americans’ health, but that there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that fats are deleterious to health in the ways that the USDA recommendations would have us believe.

Similarly, the Guidelines have cautioned against consuming “too much” dietary cholesterol, sugar, and sodium. For decades, it was widely accepted that dietary cholesterol directly affected blood serum cholesterol, which in turn adversely affected cardiovascular health.44 This never had a firm scientific basis and studies since have largely debunked it.45 The USDA implicitly acknowledged the inappropriateness of its cholesterol recommendation when, in the 2015 Guidelines, it omitted the recommendation entirely. With respect to sugar and sodium, the USDA has failed to take into account the importance of sugar in a balanced diet and the potential harm that sodium restriction can have for individuals without hypertension.46

The USDA also has consistently failed to take into account the potential effect the Guidelines may have for those with restrictive eating disorders. As noted, individuals with restrictive eating disorders tend to have an aversion toward calorically dense foods. Fat is the macronutrient with the greatest number of calories per gram, meaning that foods that are high in fat content are often high in calories.47 The USDA cautioning against “too much fat” validates restrictive eating disorder sufferers’ reservations about eating certain food groups at all.

The USDA has consistently failed to take into account the potential effect the Guidelines may have for those with restrictive eating disorders.
Furthermore, these dietary recommendations can provide a justification for patients’ restrictive and compensatory eating behaviors. For individuals without a history of disordered eating, these recommendations may not have a significant effect. More likely than not, they will continue listening to the cues their body provides them. However, those with restrictive eating disorders may be triggered by recommendations that tell them to restrict their food intake. A recommendation to restrict fats, or any food group for that matter, is essentially an invitation to relapse.48 While we cannot prevent the materialization of any situation that could trigger eating disorder relapse, we can prevent state-sponsored policies and programs from helping to trigger these behaviors. There exists more than just the concern with false science informing the Dietary Guidelines and giving credence to harmful, restrictive behaviors.

More troublingly, in recent years the Guidelines have been increasingly informed not by science but by ethical concerns. More troublingly, in recent years the Guidelines have been increasingly informed not by science but by ethical concerns. In the Dietary Guidelines for Americans Committee Report of 2015 (used to inform dietary recommendations), members of the committee made contributions to the report that strayed from the effects of diet on individual health. Among these scientific findings were those that analyzed the ways that dietary choices of individual Americans affected carbon emissions and the sustainability of global food systems.49 The mere inclusion of these findings in the Committee Report could prove detrimental to those with eating disorders because of the ways in which these concerns moralize food choice.

As noted, restrictive eating disorders are exceptionally difficult to treat because the pathological desire to lose weight is embedded in the value system of the sufferer. Conflating health concerns with ethical concerns when developing dietary recommendations allows individuals with disordered tendencies to have more reason to believe they are “in the right” when they engage in restrictive behavior. Individuals with orthorexia, particularly, have been known for using food choice as a means by which to ascertain moral superiority over peers.50 When they can attribute their dietary choices to anything other than compulsion and mental illness, individuals with restrictive eating disorders are likely to worsen.51

The Dietary Guidelines for Americans are susceptible to disseminating factually inaccurate and nutritionally irrelevant information. For individuals with restrictive eating disorders, this can pose a major obstacle to full
recovery. Telling restrictive eating disorder sufferers to avoid certain food groups can set them on the path to relapse. To make a full recovery, it is important for individuals with eating disorders to develop non-restrictive eating attitudes. Blanket recommendations do individuals with restrictive eating disorders no favors.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. In 2010, President Barack Obama signed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act into law. The ACA has three primary goals: 1) to make health insurance available to more people, 2) to expand the Medicaid program, and 3) to lower health care costs via innovative medical care delivery methods. However, buried in the 2,700-page document is a provision that can negatively affect those with restrictive eating disorders.

Section 4205 of ACA requires food establishments with 20 or more locations to disclose "in a clear and conspicuous manner" the number of calories contained in their menu items. This provision is meant to encourage individuals to make "healthier" (read: lower-calorie) food choices in order combat the prevalence of overweight and obesity in America.

However, there is no consensus on whether or not calorie counts actually affect consumer behavior. Even if it did, it is not always the case that lower calorie foods are the healthier food option. This is for two reasons. First, it is not always the case that lower calorie foods are healthier in that they may lack necessary micronutrients and minerals. For example, a medium-sized banana, at 110 calories, is more calorific than a 90-calorie bag of chips, but the banana is a great source of carbohydrates, potassium, vitamin B6, and magnesium, while the chips are not.

Second, while the effects of calorie counts on consumers at large is unclear, their effects on individuals with restrictive eating disorders are more evident. Individuals suffering from anorexia and bulimia have been observed to decrease the amount of calories they order out when they see calorie counts on menus. People in the weight restoration phase of recovery from anorexia need to eat large amounts of calorically dense foods and would benefit from not knowing the calories in the foods so as not to be triggered into relapse. Similarly, people in bulimia recovery are encouraged to eat satiating foods without feeling the need to deliberately restrict food intake. Calorie counting is one of the primary means through which eating disorder sufferers pathologically regulate food intake. The last thing someone in recovery from a restrictive eating disorder
needs is a reminder at dinner of how much weight it is possible to gain.61 Clearly, there would still be restaurants that provide their consumers with nutritional information, but Section 4205 of the ACA strips restaurant owners of the choice to make decisions that take into account the interests of vulnerable consumers. When it comes to individuals with restrictive eating disorders, ignorance is bliss.

A Possible Solution
It is clear that government nutrition education policy has long overlooked the potential effects on those with restrictive eating disorders. This happens largely due to the fact that public policy treats nutrition as a one-size-fits-all proposition. For the most part, people are assumed to have similar interests, preferences, and goals when it comes to nutrition. That is far from the case. We see this in the variable dietary practices that individuals choose to adopt and in the fact that people have different goals with respect to their bodies, weight, and health. Some struggle to lose weight, others fare better when maintaining their weight, and others need to gain weight in order to live. Policy ought to respect individualized nutritional needs.

The best way to accomplish this is to encourage individuals suffering from eating disorders to meet with professionals who could provide personalized nutrition advice—a registered dietitian, nutritionist, or other nutrition counselor. Unlike government recommendations, these professionals can come to understand individuals’ needs and provide personalized, relevant guidance. One way to encourage healthy eating behavior while respecting individuals’ autonomy is to create positive financial incentives, for example, through tax breaks. Financial incentives of this kind produce favorable results when they are used to encourage participation in preventative care measures, such as meeting with a nutritional specialist on a regular basis.62

In addition to early spotting of nutritional problems, like eating disorders, nutrition professionals could also impart a better understanding of nutritional concepts that could improve overall dietary habits and potentially decrease disordered eating behaviors.63 It is important that adolescents, particularly teenage girls, have access to proper nutritional guidance in schools. This demographic is most susceptible to developing and experiencing clinically significant eating disorders; identifying and treating it early could significantly improve long-term recovery chances.64 Therefore, it would be beneficial, both to individuals and the nation as a...
whole, to incentivize the inclusion of nutritional resources and education in public schools.

Students at large would benefit as well. Studies have shown that nutritional counseling is helpful to those overcoming any sort of eating pathology. Moreover, it would encourage students early in life to respect their unique physical makeup and appreciate their individual nutritional needs. When people understand how certain dietary recommendations affect them personally, they are more likely to adhere to a healthy eating pattern long-term.

One approach to accomplishing this goal is through education tax credits. Education tax credits could be provided to public sector workers who want to go back to school and become registered dietitians or nutritionists. These credits may be structured such that certain public school employees like nurses or guidance counselors are provided the greatest financial incentive to obtain a proper nutrition education. With this knowledge, nurses and guidance counselors would be able to encourage healthy approaches to eating, identify the signs of a developing eating disorder, and assist families in seeking specialized treatment. Importantly, policy makers should ensure that newly trained nutrition professionals do not face increased barriers to entry into the field, such as protectionist licensing requirements.

**Conclusion**

However well-intentioned, government dietary interventions like the Dietary Guidelines and calorie posting mandates are based on questionable science and fail to account for the unintended effects they might have on vulnerable populations such as those with eating disorders or recovering from such disorders. By recommending restriction of certain foods or ingredients, the Guidelines may unintentionally justify the disordered behaviors of those with eating disorders. Calorie mandates may also trigger disordered eating behaviors among those suffering from such disorders, at risk for restrictive eating behaviors, or recovering from them. Given the high risks associated with restrictive eating disorders, like anorexia, the costs may outweigh the benefits for the general population.

Rather than continuing to rely on ineffective and potentially harmful one-size-fits all approaches like the Dietary Guidelines for Americans or mandatory calorie posting, public policy should shift toward an approach that treats nutrition as highly personal, because it is. Encouraging a better understanding of nutritional...
concepts and a healthy, personalized approach to dietary behaviors would help individuals better understand how to make the food choices that best serve their needs and goals. This would allow people to make their own informed dietary choices and more effectively manage their own health, while respecting their autonomy and individual needs. Moreover, it would be much more cost-effective than programs that treat the nutritional interests of Americans as homogeneous and monolithic.
34 Ibid.
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